Cleaning of internal and external
threads with our Tooling-Series
„ProfiClean“
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1. Thread-cleaning and bolting by Torque
Clean threads are an absolute must for the precise making-up of threaded connections.
This applies for
Threads inside the nut
Threads on the bolt
Contact-area between nut and flange-surface
If those conditions cannot be assured, no precise torque-assessment for making-up is
possible.
In making-up threaded connections defined by torque, the necessary clamping-force
depends on the torque applied to the bolt’s head or the nut. This clamping-force results
from the lengthening of the bolt. For reaching this clamping-force (normally about 60%
of the maximum bolt-resilience) it is of greatest importance to know the frictioncoefficient in the bolted connection.
Extensive tests on material-loss and surface-quality in thread-cleaning applied three
common methods, e.g.
Sand-blasting
Thread-cutting and -tapping
Machine-brushing
The result of those tests was definite:
Concerning thread-cleaning, there is no feasible alternative to machinebrushing.

Laboratory-Test
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2. ProfiClean-”ARG”, for external threads
ProfiClean Cleaning-systems “ARG” for external threads can be used for bolts from M8
thru M230. This patented system permits automatic and flexible adjustment to the
bolt’s diameter in the respective range of the tool. In one single pass, both thread and
bolt-shaft can be cleaned. Upper and lower surfaces of threads will be cleared,
removing corrosion and grime, at the same time smoothing the surfaces.
This results in a homogenous friction-coefficient over the length of the
thread
Spring-loaded brushes made of stainless steel are mounted inside a solid aluminiumhousing. By turning the adjusting-ring, the brushes can be pressed in to the threads
just as strongly as the application requires

Optimal Cleansing-Results

Reduced friction-coefficient in threaded
connection
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3. ProfiClean-”ARG” / Standard-programme
Set-Type

ARG 10-27

ARG 20-55

ARG 35-70

ARG 50-90

ARG 90-120

M10 - M27

M22 - M54

M36 - M68

M52 - M88

M86 - M120

Ø 100

Ø 150

Ø 160

Ø 185

Ø 212

Normal workinglength

200mm

200mm

200mm

200mm

200mm

Rotations (max.)

500 i/min

500 i/min

500 i/min

300 i/min

250 i/min
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5

6

6

6

AS 27

AS 55

AS 70

AS 90

AS 120

Range
Head-diameter (mm)

Number of brushes
Grit-removal
(optional)
Lateral drives
(optional)

DG 55

DG 90

Bigger tools, customized solutions etc. upon request

ProfiClean-“ARG”
for external threads also available as complete tooling set, with
drive and accessories in a customized case
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4. ProfiClean-”ARG”, Accessories
ProfiClean-Cleaning-Systems are made to provide users with a practical means to clean
all threads optimally. They can be used directly at the application (mobile) or - by
fastening it to the workbench in a vice - stationary. No accessories are needed for
cleaning up to 200 mm thread’s length.
Grit-removal devices are available for all versions. This makes working-area longer by
40 mm’s.
For stationary applications there are diverse methods of fastening to a workbench-vice
available. With those applications the optional foot-actuated control-switch helps to
make work more ergonomically.
ProfiClean-Cleaning-Systems can be extended by using the optional lateral gear-boxes.
With those and their “off-line” drives, threaded bolts of any length can be cleaned
easily.

Accessories and Options:
Grit-Removal
Lateral gear-boxes DG 55 / DG 90
Drives (either electrical or pneumatically)
Sets of spare brushes in stainless steel
Vice-mounts for stationary applications
Foot-actuated control-switch
for stationary applications
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5. ProfiClean-”ARG”, further applications

M170 x 1950mm / 350kg

ProfiClean-Cleaning-systems are very versatile. They can even be used for bolts in
nuclear-plants up to size M230 mm.

Custom-made solutions
for
special applications
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6. ProfiClean-“IRK”, for internal threads
Standard-Systems ProfiClean-“IRK” are applied for optimal thread-cleaning with internal
threads from M60 thru M210. This patented system features flexible adjustment to the
thread-diameter in the respective range of the tool. For the range from M8 thru M70, a
set of separate single brushes is available. Upper and lower surfaces of threads will be
cleared, removing corrosions and grime, at the same time smoothing the surfaces.
This results in a homogenous friction-coefficient over the length of the
thread
Spring-loaded brushes made of stainless steel are mounted on a solid aluminiumhousing. After loosening the holding screws, the brushes can be adjusted to the
diameter required (within the tool’s range).

Optimal Cleansing-Results

Reduced friction-coefficient in threaded
connection
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7. ProfiClean-“IRK” / Standard-Programme
Set-Type
Range
Head-Diameter
(mm)
Normal workinglength
Number of
brushes
Grit-removal
(optional)

IRK
60-70

IRK
70-80

IRK
80-90

IRK
90-110

IRK
110-130

IRK
130-150

IRK
150-180

M60- M70

M70-M80

M80- M90

M90-110

M110-130

M130-150

M150-180

Ø 51

Ø 60

Ø 70

Ø 80

Ø 90

Ø 115

Ø 145

250 mm

250 mm

250 mm

250 mm

250 mm

250 mm

250 mm

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

AS 20

AS 20

AS 20

AS 20

AS 20

AS 20

AS 20

Bigger tools, customized solutions etc. upon request

ProfiClean-“IRK“
for
internal threads-

also available as complete tooling set, with
drive and accessories in a customized case
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8. ProfiClean-“IRK”, Accessories
ProfiClean-Cleaning-Systems are made to provide users with a practical means to clean
all threads optimally. They can be used directly at the application (mobile) or - by
fastening it to the workbench in a vice - stationary. No accessories are needed for
cleaning up to 250 mm thread’s length.
Adjustable cleaning-heads come in diverse sizes (see page 8).
A set for sizes from M8 thru M70 is also available as well as interchangeable (not
adjustable) single brushes for M8 thru M76.
Grit-removal devices are available for all versions.

Accessories and Options:
Grit-Removal
Lateral gear-boxes DG 55 / DG 90
Drives (either electrical or pneumatically)
Sets of spare brushes in stainless steel
Vice-mounts for stationary applications
Foot-actuated control-switch for stationary
application
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9. ProfiClean-“IRK”, more applications
ProfiClean Cleaning-systems are very versatile. They can even be used for recessed
threads in nuclear-plants up to size M230 mm.

Custom-made solutions
for
special applications
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10. Location

Kurt Grützmann Feinmechanic GmbH
Weddernkamp 6 / 23858 Reinfeld
Phone: +49 4533-20803-0 / Telefax +49 4533-20803-11
E-mail:

info@gruetzmann-gmbh.de
www.gruetzmann-gmbh.de
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